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DBS Et FCC . . .

A DUBIOUS COMBIHATIOH
Congress should first establish a national DBS
policy and then the FCC can determine whether
or not the COMSAT application fits those par
ameters. In addition, the FCC should not push for
quick deployment of the COMSAT satelites since
this wil l have profound implications for the US
position at both the 1983 and 1984 satelites
conferences.

The FCC unanimous decision to approve
COMSAT to initiate direct broadcasting satelite

system is opposed by NAB. Not opposed to DBS
per se, NAB is opposed to seeding PRIME
SPECTRUM SPACE to COMSAT particularly
when COMSAT announced use is neither in

novative nor experimental. The Congress should
set national policy and any interim approval by
the Commission is shortsighted. The FCC has
made the same mistake with DBS it made with

low-power TV, processing applications prior to
the establishment of a basic national policy.

TWO NEW NAB

PUBLICATIONS

One is called Charting Lotteries;\i consists of a

flip chart on contest and promotional plans with
optionsas to the legality of advertising them. This
publication includes a check list of a wide variety
of promotions and offers practical suggestions
on elements of lottery, chance and consideration
and sets forth a three-step lottery-test check list.
Thesecondisan FCCchecklistforON-AIR Radio

personnel. It highlights important FCC rules and
policies that all ON-AIR radio personnel should
know and is intended both as an introduction for

the beginners and a refresher course for the
Pros. And, there’s a special section on the recent
FCC radio DE-REG decision. Both are written by

the NAB legal department. Charting Lotteries is
$4.00 to members. FCC Check List is just $3.00
to NAB members.

Latin and South American countries will meet in

1983 to plan a policy for Region 11 1. These
countries may interpret this quick approval of a
system as a “1 980 version” of a “LANDGRAB”.
They may push for reservation of an orbital slot
for their use and may see the US attempt to lay
first claim to valuable DBS Spectrum space for
COMSAT as strictly a nationalistic move. Those
same countries may not only object to our
methods during the 1983 Conference, but may
also formulate a policy to object to any US plans
which will be presented at the 1984 Satelite
Conference. In short, such an approval of the
COMSAT application is premature, and against
national interests.

PUBLIC BROADCASTERS won a relaxation of

rules on acknowledging contributions on the air.
A Public Broadcasting Service official said the
FCC action improves fund-raising prospects
though "we can’t predict at this point how much
assistance this will really provide.” PBS in this
Federal administration faces sharp cuts in fed

eral funds and is trying to find ways to get mof
NEW dollars.

DBS does offer opportunity to experiment with
innovative improvements in service such as high
definition television. Recent technological
developments in this area hold great promise for
moving American TV to a new higher quality
system. A rush to approve what appears to be a
premature technology, which proposes to utilize
a prime portion of the 12 Ghz spectrum is not in
the public interest. A policy which recognizes the
need to stimulate truly innovative TV service
along with reservation of adequate spectrum for
the development of this service is more ap
propriate in this case.

SOON YOU WILL BE RECEIVING MAILINGS RELATIVE
TO THE NBA CONVENTION IN SEPTEMBER AT THE
LINCOLN HILTON. WE URGE YOU TO PROCESS THEM
QUICKLY WITH YOUR REGISTRATION FEES SO WE MAY
HOLD THE NECESSARY ROOMS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS, CALL YOUR NBA OFFICE AT402-228-4271,
OR HARLEY LAMPMAN, KFMQ, LINCOLN.



THIS SPACE AVAILABLE
For $55.00

Call Lee Benash

402/228-5923

VIEWPOINT

Archimedes is purported to have said, if he had a lever long enough he could move the earth. And of course, in

essence, we broadcasters have that lever . . . DON’TWE: Almost! For how long have we been lobotomized by
the FCc' by the FTC and other similar bureaucrats  . .  . even Ralph Nader and his ilk ... to tell us what we
should do, and how to do it and even WHEN WE SHOULD DO IT . . . BUT: Let’s look at a study and report by
Senator Barry Goldwater which says in part:

There is no precedent establishing government ownership of the spectrum. Congress
in fact specifically rejected the idea of an ownership right to the air waves in the
original Radio Act of 1927. The provision over which the ownership right debate took
place was included in the Communications Act of 1934, the act currently in force.

Let us continue. Senator Clarence Dill, Democrat of Washington, Chief Sponsor of the Communications Act of
1934 said . . .

The government does not own the frequencies as we call them, or the use of the
frequencies. It only possesses the right to regulate the apparatus, and that right is ob
tained from the provision of the Constitution which gives Congress the power to
regulate Interstate Commerce.

Let’s take these two statements as dogma (which they are but we can not make much use of them) and
extrapolate what might happen if the First Amendment were to provide broadcasting with the same rights as
the print media. ITEM: The Fairness Doctrine would not have any degree of force whatsoever. Broadcasters
could editorialize as they wished and not have to provide another side. ITEM: When we sold Political
Advertising we could sell it at the rate which was earned, and not at the rate which was designated by the

Federal Congress. ITEM: Broadcasters could sell advertising time to tobacco companies for cigarettes just as
the print and outdoor media do; full pages and full billboards. Alas, we are those citizenships which have been
established as second class. Ever wonder why? Because we have the long lever . . . perhaps even longerthan
the one needed by Archimedes. And it has strength, force and efficiency: Yes, it gets the job done and yet: we sit
back - some of us - and wonder what we’ll do next and worry about the future. The lever is still strong and it still

has great power and since the lobotomizing was done verbally by those bureaucrats in sundry high places, let
us now . . yes, now . . throwofftheshacklesof balderdash and strengthen our position. The longer we keep
standing “in the corner” the shorter will be our lever, the less strength it will have. Can you imagine what might
happen if all broadcasters in America would take the last two weeks in July and make a grand vacation of this

period and take down all transmitters? Make them all dark? Shut off all broadcasting in the United States during
the last two weeks of July each year? THINK ABOUT IT! Because broadcasters are like others we know, they
could never agree on anything, BUT - One day . . perhaps .  . such might come to pass, and THEN . . that
great device described by Archimedes will be used. Remember: We have the lever and it’s already on itsfulcrum
ready for use. How much intestinal fortitude do we have . . I wonder . . do YOU? Let us develop anima in

amicus una; one mind among friends.

Bud Pentz

NEBRASKA BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION MODULATOR is wholly owned by the Nebraska Broadcasters Association; 208 Sherman Street, Beatrice,
Nebraska 68310. Subscription to members is contained in annual dues. Single copies to non-members is $2.50 per copy, 1 st class postage is paid at Beatrice,
Nebraska 68310. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 208 Sherman, Beatrice, Nebraska 68310. Editor Gordon C. Bud Pentz.
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LARRY RUSSELL SAYS

April 22, 1981
Editor

Omaha World Herald

World Herald Square
Omaha, Nebraska 68108

Now, allow me to ask Ms. Wunderlich and the Nebraskans for

Public Radio two vital questions . . two questions that every
single Nebraska taxpayer should also consider.

First and foremost. Why do Nebraskans for Public Radio think

the taxpayers of Nebraska should build, maintain, and finance

a radio system for their benefit? Are these people something
special? Are they so neglected by the commercial broad
caster that it is a matter of statewide concern to the point that

the public owes them a radio system? I think not. it they can’t

find what they want to hear on the radio, then that’s too

bad . . but it doesn’t mean the rest of the State must build a

system just for them.

As a commercial broadcaster and a long time member of the

Nebraska Broadcasters Association, I would like to respond

to a recent opinion of Ms. LaRue Wunderlich, President of the

Nebraskans for Public Radio. Ms. Wunderlich’s opinion was

published in the “More Comment and Opinion” section on

April 4, 1981. 1 have been a broadcaster for nearly 24 years,
and have served as a member of the Board of Directors of the

Nebraska Broadcasters Association. In this response, I do not

speak for the NBA, or any other organization or group, but

amplify the personal thoughts of this writer.
Secondly. If the prospects of a public radio system, as

outlined by the Nebraskans for Public Radio, is such a

fantastic idea, why don’t they raise the money amongst
themselves and build it? To hear these folks testify, there are

hundreds of thousands of Nebraskans just crying for such

programming as “congressional hearings on the Panama
Canal, National Press Club speeches, two-hour long New

York Philharmonic concerts, etc.” If that is the case, then build

the system with your own money . . inotherwordsputYOUR
money to work providing those neglected people with the

programming service you insist they want . . but don’t
expect the rest of the State to do it for you. T o hear you people

tell it, this system is something we just can’t ignore any
longer . . okay . . build it . . do with it what you wish . . but

do it with your own money and not at the expense of the

taxpayer.

Ms. LaRue Wunderlich has made several statements relative

to the Nebraska Broadcasters Association, and the defeat

recently in the Legislature, of the attempts of a few people to
establish a Public Radio System. I feel compelled to offer a

rebuttal to her statements.

Most of her comments indicated the NBA feared competition
as their reason for working to defeat the public radio system.

The article insinuated (rather snidely) that the commercial
broadcaster couldn’t possibly fear such things as program
ming competition, competition for frequency allocations,
competitionforadvertising, audience, etc. You are correct .  .

we couldn’t possibly fear that kind of competition, for there

wouldn’t be any competition. The only competition we fear

would be the fight for tax dollars between a new syphon and
the old ones.

If this proposed system is so desperately needed, perhaps
you’ll even become one of those horrible people called
commercial broadcasters, and heaven forbid, maybe even

show a profit! In the meantime, get off the back of the

taxpayer . . he has enough problems.

Again, we are reminded that “the airwaves belong to the

public”. Quite possibly . . butwhodeterminestheownership
of infinity? If indeed the airwaves belong to the public, where

is it written there must be programming on those airwaves?
Where does that programming come from? After all, that so-

called public owned airwave is a soundless void until some

one sinks hundreds of thousands of dollars into making a

“signal”. Then and only then does that airwave become
something of value to anyone . . investor or listener. And,

after making a substantial investment, is it still not the free

enterprise system that allows an investor the opportunity (not

guaranteed by any means) to recoup that investment?
Pardon my audacity . . I must remember that such things as

free enterprise, profit, etc., are nasty phrases that should be

avoided. But the mere fact that there is a shortage of

frequencies available on both the AM and FM bands, is

testimony to the obvious acceptance of the commercial radio

industry by the public. We must be doing something right or
there wouldn’t be such a demand for frequencies.

Cordially,
Larry Russell
Manager
Radio KVSH

Valentine, Nebraska 69201

Larry Russell is general manager of KVSH; also a
former director.

Are you a broadcast
industry supplier?

This space is yours
for $35.00 per month

to reach 1000
decision makers!
Call Bud Pentz 402/228-4271

A point Ms. Wunderlich tried to establish was the fact that

there are so many radio receivers bought and sold  . . and

she says “one has the right to demand something
better” . . referring to the programming fare. Says who? The

broadcasting industry does not force anyone to purchase or

listen to a radio. We do provide programming fare we think the

public wants and needs and if people want to have  3 or 4

radios per household, that’s their business . . but I would

assume there is a reason why they do . . again we must be

doing something right.
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Left: Linda Lovgren, President, Omaha Chapter AWRT. Right: Claudia Martin, Chairperson,
AWRT Area Conference.

AMERICAN WOMEN IN RADIO & TELEVISION w

The Omaha Chapter of American Women in Radio and Television will host the organization’s West Central Area
Conference October 2-4 of this year. AWRT members and broadcast industry personnel from Nebraska, Iowa,
Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota will be invited to the conference to be held at the

Regency West in Omaha.

Topics planned for the conference include the impact of cable television, the effects of stress, advertising that

promotes stereotypes and discrimination, and career development.

The keynote speaker for the conference will be Leopold Hauser III from Minneapolis. Mr. Hauser, president of
Hauser Productions, Inc., will discuss personal dynamics in his program entitled “Five Steps to Success.”
Following Mr. Hauser’s program, registrants will have the opportunity to participate in personality profile
testing.

President of the Omaha Chapter of American Women in Radio and Television is Linda Lovgren, president of
Lovgren Advertising. Claudia Martin, Vice President and Media Director of J. Lipsey and Associates, is
chairperson for the West Central Area Conference.

Participation in the conference is not limited to AWRT members. Those persons interested in attending the
conference should contact Lee Calvin, Century III Advertising, 7117 Farnam Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68132.
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Are you contemplating a new tower

or an existing tower reguying?

We are representing PHILLYSTRAN for the whole state of
^  Nebraska. Contact us if you are interested in the following

features for your tower guys:
★ NO RF REFLECTIONS

★ NO WHITE NOISE

ir NO INSULATORS USED
★ NO CORROSION

ir NO PAINTING

ir NO KINKS, TANGLES
ir NO REGUYING NEEDED

I

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR BROCHURE ON THIS NEW PRODUCT PUT
OL/r By PHILADELPHIA RESINS.

SCOTT ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CORPORATION
4040 ADAMS

LINCOLN, NE.
402/466-8221

P.O. 745

NORTH PLATTE, NE.
308/532-9260

4895 F STREET

OMAHA, NE.
402/734-6750

IT IS TIME FOR AN EXPLANATION

A year ago, in January 1980, the venerable Frank Fogarty resigned his position of Executive Vice
President/Executive Director/Secretary of the Nebraska Broadcasters Association after having served in this
capacity for some ten years after a long career in the broadcasting profession. At that time the Executive
Committee hired Mike Boyle, former Election Commissioner in Omaha. Mike served for just 12 months and
resigned effective January 31,1981 to become a candidate - successful so far- for the mayor’s seat in his home
port. At that time the NBA Directors were once again in a position of, “What do we do now?”. At that moment I
offered to run the organization for the time it took to get someone to do so. In the meanwhile I’ve been offered
the position by the Directors and at this moment we are negotiating a method of renumeration and what to do
next, and thus you have received this publication which we hope shall become permanent. May I add that there
has been no recompense to me (Pentz) other than out-of-pocket expense monies and the rental of a typewriter
for our NBA office which is located in Beatrice. Perhaps at some future date a workable relationship can be
formulated which shall be beneficial to all. If you have questions, call me at 402/228-4271 or write me at P.O.
Box 1450, Beatrice, NE. 68310
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A good ad will sell goods and/or service^

This space can be purchased
for $55.00!

We’ll take your order for the June edition
and a discount for a year contract!

Call Lee Benash 402/228-4271

DEAR BROADCASTERS NBA MODULATOR ADVERTISING RATES
NBA MODULATOR is a monthly publication of the Nebrask^w'
Broadcasters Association, distributed to all members and other

interested parties during the first week of each month, with a total

distribution of some 500 copies.

This publication takes money and if . . just IF
you wish it to continue, you’ll need to put “the
hammer” on your suppliers to get them to buy
some space. The rate card is on this page and it’s
not going to bankrupt anyone . . SO. .

ADVERTISING RATES

Full page

Half page
Quarter page

Full or half back cover, multiply appropriate rate by 1.333

$90.00 per
$55.00 per

issue
issue

$35.00 per issue

Tell ’em your story. We need dollars. If they don’t
wish to buy space, sell them an Associate
Membership for $110.00 per year. We’ll take the
membership or the space . . . OR BOTH . .
we’re not proud. .

APPLICABLE DISCOUNTS

15% to recognized agencies

5% for one year contract (12 issues)
5% for cash in advance for total contract

BUSINESS CARDS

(no printing/copy alteration; SVz x 2 in.)
$14.50 per issue; for 12-month contract, $11.00 per issue (no other
discounts applicable.)

USE YOUR INFLUENCE . . REMEMBER,
ARCHIMEDES’ LEVER

REQUIREMENTS

Camera-ready copy/art must be in the NBA office on the 20th for the

following month’s issue. There is an extra charge for composing ads,
typesetting, et cetera, if required.

KAWL AM - FM; YORK NEBRASKA

All ads must be provided on the basis of 8V2 x 11 inch full page as
follows;

Full page

Half page

Quarter page

7x10 inches

7x5 inches

7 X 2'k or 372 x 5 inches

AM 1370 khz, 500 watts; FM 104.9 mhz, 2.75 kw,
sold by Mel Gleason, et al, to Marcia Robson &
husband Robin, who are insurance people of
York. Price was stated as $475,000.00

Make all checks payable to the Nebraska Broadcasters Association.
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SEEK AND YE SHAU HND

DAVID WALLACE, 506 East Center Avenue,
Searcy, Ark. 72143, 501/268-5209.
Wants to relocate in Nebraska. Interested in
coordinating sports department of medium to
major radio station and handling majorcollege or
professional play-by-play responsibilities. 1980
graduate of Abilene Christian University in
Abilene, Texas with BA in Mass Communications
Radio and Television. Has employment ex
perience in sports reporting and news. He has
interviewed many sports figures in football,
basketball, and golf.

TIMOTHY DUNCAN, 4664 Greene Avenue,
Omaha, Nebraska 68157, 402/734-2760.
Interested primarily in sports play-by-play and air
show. Graduated from Brown Institute in January
1979 with diplomas in Broadcasting, Radio Jour
nalism, and Play-by-Play Sports. Experience in
cludes live air shows, production, play-by-play
sports, sports news, and news reporting.

CYNTHIA REYNOLDS, 5523 Essex Court, #251,
Alexandria, VA 22311. 202/797-5247.
Interested in news reporting position with tele
vision or radio station. Graduated with BA degree
with honors in Broadcast Journalism and Politi

cal Science from San Diego State University in
1979. Has written and anchored radio news

casts. Gained interviewing, reporting, writing,
anchoring, and production experience working
on student produced news shows at KFMB Tele
vision in San Diego.

JAN BAGLEY, 1416 North ParkAvenue, Fremont,
Nebraska 68025, 402/721-8349.
Interested in a position in public relations or
commercial production fields, Has Masters in
English from University of Nebraska - Lincoln
which includes creative writing and American
and Plains Literature. Has written poetry and
fiction for publication. Currently is English de
partment head and English instructor at Bergan
Catholic Junior-Senior High School in Fremont.
Produced and hosted a half hour television show

for Channel 7 Television about Bergan and pro
duced a show in conjunction with the Dodge
County Historical Society about Dodge County.

COMPLETE RESUME FOR EACH IS AVAILABLE.

CALL 402/228-4271

EBS COULD BE CRUCIAL FOR YOU

We’ve all seen cases where a radio or T.V. station has earned itself a long-lasting image of dependability and

trust in its community by doing an excellent job in times of emergency.

We should all be prepared to communicate information, assurance, and emergency messages to our audience
when they need it most - whether that be in times of blizzard, tornado, nuclear disaster, or even enemy attack.

That’s why we need to be aware of EBS and how we can use it to help us serve our community in times of
potential or real disaster.

EBS stands for Emergency Broadcast System, sponsored by the Civil Defense agencies and the FCC. Its
purpose is to provide a way forfast reliable public communication in times of national, state, or local emergency.

Your participation is voluntary, but virtually all broadcasters have indicated they wish to be a part of it. All that is
required of you is a knowledge of the procedures involved.

As Emergency Communications Chairman for Nebraska, I urge you to take a few minutes each month to review
EBS procedures so that you will know your place in the system and how it can serve you.

Should disaster ever strike your community or state, do you want to be unprepared to do the very best? You
simply can’t afford it.

Roger Larson, KFOR
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AU/H20 ... IT REALLY IS GREAT

That’s right, Barry was great at the NAB Convention. He’s the type of man we need in more places in the
Congress. In his appearance he talked of many aspects of legislation at the Federal level. Some random
thoughts of the great Barry Goldwater . ...

• S270 will have problems, but it can be passed and perhaps it will pass in this Congress!
• Nine Khz - he doesn’t expect either the House or Senate to approve it. Our Receivers won’t work .  . Canada has
backed off on it also . . The Senator feels he could guarantee the Senate WOULD NOT approve such a treaty. Many
persons who now own many radios can NOT afford to change them for the 9 Khz band width.
• The “more is better” philosophy at the FCC . . No, it gets down to who puts out the best programs. He does NOT accept
the MORE IS BETTER routine. The market place should dictate! He feels the AM/FM ownership in the same market is

correct so as to keep many daytimers in business. He’s opposed to FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE. Government SHOULD
NEVER require American business to disclose its financial structure. The Free Market is the only thing which will work in our
country.
• The “feds” should not be allowed to tell small business what to do.

• Goldwater does not believe the OWNERSHIP REPORT is necessary and it should not be required. He said he would

appreciate INPUT FROM BROADCASTERS ON MINORITIES. He’s concerned about PURPOSEFUL INTERFERENCE in
the TWO to TEN METER HAM BANDS. His NEW BILL will suspend the license of any person creating PURPOSEFUL
INTERFERENCE. Also, Goldwater would like to “LOOSEN UP” THE CB & AMATEUR AREAS.
• How should we support #S270? His answer: Demonstrate to your members of the Congress how little the present laws

create better programming. ONE MUST REALIZE THAT MOST MEMBERS OF CONGRESS DO NOT KNOW HOW
BROADCASTING WORKS.

• As to the FAIRNESS DOCTRINE. Senator Goldwater favors REMOVING it from the regulations. BUT: It will take time

and effort and Broadcasters must help make it come about by demonstrating our mature handling of issues of a

controversial nature.

Now you can see . . You-each and everyone of us-must write and write and write to our members of Congress
and explain what needs to be done and how we feel about matters concerning us in the broadcasting industry.
HOW LONG HAS IS BEEN SINCE YOU’VE WRITTEN TO YOUR REPRESENTATIVE  AND SENATORS IN

WASHINGTON?

SOME REMINDERS

Beginning June 1,1981 you WILL NOT have to broadcast the “Regular FCC Announcements” on the 1 st and
16th of each month as we do at the moment. BUT REMEMBER: This change has NO EFFECT on the PRE
FILING announcements and the POST-FILING announcements which must be broadcast in conjunction with

the renewal-of-license proceedures.

The ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT REPORT (FCC form 395) is due into the FCC BEFORE May 31,1981. Be careful:
Complete this form very carefully. It is now one of the most IMPORTANT FORMS to be filed this year. Your copy
should be in your hands NOW! If not, call the FCC at 202/632-7000 and request a copy.

FOR ALL STATIONS WITH 100 OR MORE EMPLOYEES: The EEOC has extended the date for filing your

annual report (EEOC Form 1). The present extension date is May 31.

All Radio Stations: The effective date of re-regulation was April 3, BUT, DO NOT dispose of your program logs
prior to this date. There are some hooligans in the woodwork who may file more litigations relative to this
change and it could be rather difficult for one who disposes of said logs.

IN RADIO: Remind your engineers to be sure to run the annual PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE tests on your
equipment within 365 days of the last tests and KEEP THE RESULTS at your station, BUT NOT IN THE PUBLIC
FILE.
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YOU CAN BUY
THIS SPACE

FOR $55.00!SEraGULAnON

Deregulation . . the move started by the two
dicks CHAPIN & WILEY, and now has come to a
point of fruition, BUT . . don’t be misled because
you will still have to know what’s going on in your
area of license and keep a public file and be able
to prove the announcements have been broad

cast and program to suffice the needs of your
community, et cetera, et cetera, ad nauseum . .
THE POINT IS . . although Wiley and Chapin
started a very noble effort and it has done great
things for all of us, much more will have to come
from the Congress. As you know, a new admin
istration, a new Commission Chairman can put us
right back onto the brink of balderdash and we
shall be muchly in the spot of terror and KRAP
again. SO: Write your people in Washington and
have them vote to pass the necessary legislation.
They are:

1st District, Doug Bereuter, 1314 Longworth
House Office Building.
2nd District, Hal Daub. 9008 Longworth House
Office Building.
3rd District, Virginia Smith,1005 Longworth
House Office Building.
Senators:

Ed Zorinsky, 432 Russell Senate Office Building.
Jim Exon, 4327 Dirkson Senate Office Building.

Be specific. Tell them what you’d like to have
done, and you can rest assured these great
people will give you their views. REMEMBER:

ASK FOR THE ORDER: A favorite book says, “Ask
and it shall be given . . Seek and ye shall find.”

DO IT NOW.

It’s read by at least
1000 decision

makers in

broadcasting.

Call Lee Benash
402/228-4271

or

Box 10, Beatrice, NE 68310

Due to postal weight requirements it has been
necessary to print this newsietter on two coiors of
paper. The situation is currently being researched
in an attempt to find appropriate stock which wiii

aiso present a uniform appearance.
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BOB DALTON, named National Sales Manager for WOWT,
Omaha. Succeeding Dalton as Local Regional Sales
Manager is DAVID KUEHN, Account Exec with WOWT since
1978. Dalton succeeds John Marquiss who moves to KRON-
TV, San Francisco. LYNNE GRASZ, appointed Director,
Communications for CBS/Broadcasting Group. Grasz will be

responsible for the development of advertising, promotic
and public relations of the CBS Broadcaster Group. Lynn
was formerly Director of Promotion for KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV in
Nebraska.
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Yes, you have them, and here are some:
News Director PAUL WICE, KGFW, Kearney was elected Vice

President of AP Radio and also President-Elect of the
Nebraska Associated Press Broadcasters Association.
KGFW won Third Place in the out-state Sports Competition.
KEVIN RADER is Sports Director. KGFW in Kearney was
presented a Special Outstanding Cooperation Award for

of the Holiday Inn fire and the resulting fivecoverage

fatalities in other Kearney fires in January and February, NRBA CHANGES SIGHT OF CONVENTION
The National Radio Broadcasters Association has an
nounced the shifting of its 1981 convention to the Fon-

tainbleau Hilton in Miami Beach. The convention is now

scheduled for September 13 thru 16, one week earlier than

planned. The shift to Fontainbleau from the Diplomat Hotel in

Hollywood, Florida was made necessary by a conflict in
convention dates scheduled for the Diplomat for that same

week.

1981.

PETER MAYEAUX, Professor of Journalism, “J" School. UNL,

JUDY HORAN, WOWT, Omaha and DEBBIE KNEIP-
McDERMOTT, KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV, Lincoln are handling and
judging the exhibits for the national competition of the
Broadcaster Promotion Association.

JUDY HORAN, (left) WOWT. Omaha and DEBBIE KNEIP-
McDERMOTT. (right) KGIN-TV/KOLN-TV, Lincoln, are
members of the Board of Directors of the SPA.

AWRT AWARDS

American Women in Radio & Television will present their
"CERTIFICATES OF COMMENDATION” at a Gala Brunch on

Saturday May 9th during the 30th Annual Convention in

Washington, D.C. AWRT is an organization of more than 2800

professional women {and men) in radio, television and related
fields.

NBA 1 981 Convention is scheduled for September 11,

12 &13at Lincoln, Hilton Hotel. Watch foryour mailings
which require you to fill them out and write a check so we

can hold the necessary rooms. Be ALERT. They’ll come
directly to whomever Is receiving this publication. We

hope you will attend YOUR CONVENTION.

NEBRASKA BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION
208 SHERMAN STREET • BEATRICE. NEBRASKA 68310




